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SYSTEMANDMETHOD FORMAPPING
COMPONENT BASES USINGA CHEMICAL

PROCESS SIMULATOR

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure is generally directed to simulation tools.
More specifically, this disclosure is directed to a system and
method formapping component bases using a chemical pro-
cess simulator.

BACKGROUND

Simulationtools have oftenbeen used to model the behav-
ior of industrial processes. In many cases, these simulation
tools can reduce the efforts needed to develop representative
process models. Chemical process simulators are a particular
type of simulation tool that model the behavior of chemical
processes, such as those chemical processes in a chemical
processing plant.

SUMMARY

This disclosureprovides a system andmethod formapping
component bases using a chemical process simulator.
In a first embodiment, a method includes identifying a

simulated input flow stream associated with a chemical pro-
cessing facility. The input flow stream includes an input com-
ponent basis with multiple components having one or more
properties that differ. The method also includes converting
the input flow stream into a simulated output flow stream,
which includes an output component basis that differs from
the input flow stream and contains a single, active groupofoil
components and zero or more pure components.
In a secondembodiment, an apparatus includes at least one

memory unit configured to store information defining a simu-
lated input flow stream associatedwith a chemicalprocessing
facility. The input flow stream includes an input component
basis with multiple components having one or more proper-
ties that differ. The apparatus also includes at least one pro-
cessingunit configured to convert the input flow stream into a
simulated output flow stream,which includes an output com-
ponent basis that differs from the input flow stream and con-
tains a single, active group of oil components and zero or
more pure components.
In a third embodiment, a computer readable medium

embodies a computer program. The computer program
includes computer readable program code for identifying a
simulated input flow stream associated with a chemical pro-
cessing facility. The input flow stream includes an input com-
ponent basis with multiple components having one or more
properties that differ. The computer program also includes
computer readable program code for converting the input
flow stream into a simulated output flow stream, which
includes anoutput component basis that differs fromthe input
flow stream and contains a single, active group ofoil compo-
nents and zero or more pure components.
Other technical features may be readily apparent to one

skilled in the art from the following figures, descriptions, and
claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of this disclosure and
its features, reference is now made to the following descrip-
tion, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,
in which:
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2
FIG. 1 illustrates an example process modeling system

according to this disclosure;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example use ofa mapping element in

the process modeling system of FIG. 1 according to this
disclosure;

FIG. 3 illustrates an example process flow diagram (PFD)
thatmay be displayedonauser interface and simulatedby the
process modeling system ofFIG. 1 according to this disclo-
sure; and

FIG. 4 illustrates an examplemethod formapping compo-
nent bases using a chemical process simulator according to
this disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIGS. 1 through 4, discussed below, and the various
embodiments used to describe the principles of the present
invention in this patent document are by way of illustration
only and shouldnot be construed in anyway to limit the scope
ofthe invention. Those skilled in the art will understand that
the principles of the invention may be implemented in any
type of suitably arranged device or system.

FIG. 1 illustrates an example process modeling system 10
according to this disclosure.As shown in FIG. 1, the process
modeling system 10 includes a chemical process simulator
(CPS) 12,which simulates operation of a chemical process-
ing facility 18. The chemical processing facility 18 may be
any type of industrial facility (or portion thereof) that pro-
duces a chemical product from one or more constituent
chemical ingredients or that otherwise processes chemical
products. Examples of chemical processing facilities that
may be simulated by the chemical process simulator 12
include oil or gas refineries, desalination plants, mineral
refineries, wastewater treatment plants, power generation
plants, and the like. The chemical processing facility 18
includes multiple chemical processing elements 22, each of
which processes one or more chemical products in some
specifiedmanner. Examples ofchemical processing elements
22includeheaters, holding tanks, valves, catalytic converters,
mixers, separators, reactors, compressors, pumps, expanders,
distillation units, surge tanks, accumulators, relief valves,
absorbers, filters, and heat exchangers (including cross-flow
exchangers,plate-finexchangers, and shell-tube exchangers).
Each chemical processing element 22 performs some

desired function involving one or more chemical ingredients
orotherproducts. For example, a particular chemical process-
ing facility 18may include a cracking device that breaks apart
and separates a constituent chemical ingredient into its indi-
vidual components.The cracking devicemay be connected to
other elements, such as accumulators, heat exchangers, or
dryers, that function together to produce a desired chemical
product.
In many cases, a typical chemical processing facility 18

maybe adaptedto produce several different types ofchemical
products. For example, aparticular chemicalprocessing facil-
ity 18 may be adapted to produce several different types of
ethylene-based products, such as ethylene glycol, polyethyl-
ene, polystyrene, and/or various derivatives thereof. The pro-
duction ofeach product may be performed by a subset ofthe
chemical processing elements 22 in the chemical processing
facility 18. Also, operations associated with production of
certain chemical products performed by the chemical pro-
cessing elements 22may bemutually exclusive to operations
associated with production of other chemical products. For
instance, certain chemical processing elements 22 may be
used to produce only one chemical product at a time, while
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other chemical processing elements 22 could be used to pro-
duce different chemical products at a given time.
Conventional chemical process simulators used for simu-

lations, such as oil refinery simulations, model constituent
chemicals of a chemical process using components that may
be categorized in at least two classes, namely pure compo-
nents and oil components. Pure components generally repre-
sent one specific chemical species having a unique chemical
formula (or elemental composition). For example, chemical
species such aswater, ammonia, ormethanemay bemodeled
as pure components. Examples of oil refinery processes that
may be modeled by conventional chemical process simula-
tors using pure components may include naphtha reforming
processes, light paraffin isomerization processes, and isobu-
tane alkylation processes. Conversely, oil components repre-
sent chemicalmixtures having a complex composition that is
often unknown and possibly containing numerous differing
types ofchemical species. In some embodiments, an oil com-
ponent may be represented as a boiling range cut, using a
single “virtual” component that represents the mixture of
(possibly unknown) chemical species with normal boiling
points in a specified range.An oil component represented in
this fashion may also be referred to as a “narrow fraction”.
While intrinsic component properties of a pure component
such as standard density or molecular weight are constants
that do not vary across a conversion operation or chemical
reactor, the corresponding properties of an oil component
represented as a boiling range cut typically will be modified
by a conversion process. In particular, oil components in the
input flow stream to a reactor may have properties different
from the oil components in the outlet flow stream outputted
from the reactor. Examples ofoil refinery processes that may
be modeled by conventional chemical process simulators
using oil components may include fluid catalytic cracking
(FCC) processes, hydrocracking processes, hydrotreating
processes, or coker (visbreaker) processes.
In some cases, it may be difficult to integrate various mod-

els to construct multi-unit simulations in which pure compo-
nent processes are simulated along with oil component pro-
cesses. This difficulty may be due, in large part, to
incompatibility of oil components with pure components
modeled by conventional chemical process simulators.
Whereas oil components may be represented by properties
such as boiling range cuts, pure components include proper-
ties that remain generally fixed. That is, simulation of oil
componentsmay be relatively difficult tomodel throughmul-
tiple chemical processing elements 22 that may alter their
chemical composition in such a manner to preclude their
integration with pure components in a meaningful manner.
Although the properties ofan oil componentmay be recal-

culated dynamically as a simulation progresses, an oil com-
ponent is often limited to one set ofproperties at any stage of
the simulation. In many cases, this aspect may preclude the
recycling ofoil-based flow streamswith a single group ofoil
components. One solution to this problem has been to use a
component basis that containsmultiple groups ofoil compo-
nents that each span the same boiling range. These groups of
oil components are referred to as an “oil group” and a flow
streammay have a component basis that containsmultiple oil
groups. Each reactor operation in a particular chemical pro-
cessmay then include a dedicated oil group that it uses for its
product components. The number of“oil groups”might then
change dynamically as reactors are added or deleted.
As a particular example, a reactor chemical processing

element 22 may define a product flow stream by calculating
the composition and condition of the flow stream, as well as
by updating the component properties of its associated oil
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4
group components. For instance, the molecular weight and
specific gravity ofthe oil components canbe updated and the
remaining properties can be estimated by standard methods.
Certain conventional chemical process simulators may rep-
resent oil property distributions via modifiable user proper-
ties. In this manner, changes inproperty distributions across a
reactormay be accomplishedby recalculating the component
user properties for the reactor oil group to match the desired
product property distributions.
As noted above, the chemical process simulator 12 simu-

lates operation of the chemical processing facility 18. For
example, the chemical process simulator 12 can receive one
or more files 20 containing information associated with the
chemical processing facility 18. Each file 20 may include
multiple simulated processing elements 44, which represent
the actual chemical processing elements 22within the chemi-
cal processing facility 18.Each file 20 further includes one or
more mapping elements 24 that may be used by the chemical
process simulator 12to convert an input flow stream 36 hav-
ing an input component basis into an output flow stream 36
having an output component basis containing a single active
group ofoil components and zero ormore pure components.
Themapping element 24will adjust the oil component prop-
erties of the outlet stream in order that the overall stream
properties ofthe input and output streams are equal.
In this way, the chemical process simulator 12 uses the

mapping elements 24 to convert input flow streams having an
input component basis into output flow streams having an
output componentbasis containing a singleactive group ofoil
components and zero or more pure components. Each ofthe
output flow streams can have a single active group of oil
components with properties that may be modeled with mul-
tiple sequential chemical processing elements 22. The com-
ponent basis conversionmay derive component properties for
a single group of oil components in the outlet stream from
multiple pure and oil components in the inlet stream so that
the overall stream properties of a converted flow stream are
preserved. Thus, chemical processes may be modeled using
multiple chemical processing elements 22 that may eachpro-
gressively modify the characteristics of a constituent chemi-
cal formulation.Additional details regarding the operation of
the chemical process simulator 12 are provided below.
The chemical process simulator 12 includes any suitable

structure for converting an input flow streamhaving an input
component basis into an output flow streamhaving an output
component basis containing a single active group ofoil com-
ponents and zero ormore pure components, where the output
flow streamhas overall streamproperties that match the over-
all stream properties of the input flow stream. For example,
the chemical process simulator 12 could be implemented
using hardware only or a combination ofhardware and soft-
ware/firmware instructions. In this example, the chemical
process simulator 12 is implemented using a computing sys-
tem 14 that includes at least onememory unit 30, at least one
processing unit 32, and at least onenetwork interface 33. The
at least one memory unit 30 includes any suitable volatile
and/or non-volatile storage and retrieval device(s), such as a
hard disk, anoptical storage disc,RAM, orROM. The at least
oneprocessing unit 32 includes any suitableprocessing struc-
ture(s), such as a microprocessor, microcontroller, digital
signal processor, application specific integrated circuit, or
fieldprogrammable gate array.The at least onenetwork inter-
face 33 includes any suitable structure(s) for communicating
over one ormorenetworks, such as awired Ethernet interface
or a wireless interface. This represents one specific way in
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which the chemical process simulator 12 can be imple-
mented, and other implementations of the chemical process
simulator 12 could be used.
When implemented using software and/or firmware, the

chemical process simulator 12may include any suitable pro-
gram instructions that simulate one or more chemical pro-
cesses. In someembodiments, the chemicalprocess simulator
12may be implemented using theUNISIMDESIGN SUITE
from HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC.
Data used, collected, or generatedby the processmodeling

system 10 can be presented to one or more users via at least
one user interface 26. The user interface 26 includes any
suitable structure for providing information to a user and
optionally receiving information from a user. For example,
the user interface 26 could represent a desktop computer,
laptop computer, dummy computer terminal, or other com-
puting device. Often times, the user interface 26 is located in
a control room for the chemical processing facility 18,
although the user interface 26 could be positioned at any
suitable location.
Although FIG. 1 illustrates one example ofa process mod-

eling system 10,various changesmay bemade to FIG. 1.For
example, the system 10 could include any number of com-
puting systems 14,user interfaces 26, and chemical process-
ing facilities 18.Also, the functional division shown inFIG. 1
is for illustration only.Various components inFIG. 1couldbe
combined, further subdivided, oromittedand additional com-
ponents could be added according to particular needs. For
instance, the computing system 14 could be integrated into
the user interface 26. In addition, the chemical processing
facility 18couldhave any suitable structurewith any number
and arrangement of chemical processing elements 22 and
conduits 28.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exampleuse ofamapping element 24
in the processmodeling system 10ofFIG. 1according to this
disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the mapping element 24
receives an input flow stream 36a, which in this particular
example is received froma first simulatedprocessing element
44a representing a first chemical processing element 22. The
mapping element 24 also outputs an output flow stream 36b,
which is transferred to a second simulatedprocessing element
44b representing a second chemical processing element 22.
Note, however, that the mapping element 24 could receive
any number of input flow streams.When multiple input flow
streams are used, the mapping element 24 may effectively
function as a mixer in which constituent chemical formula-
tions from all input flow streams are combined to form a
single output flow stream.
The chemical process simulator 12uses the mapping ele-

ment 24 to convert the input flow stream 36a from an input
component basis into the output flow stream 36b having an
output componentbasis containing a singleactivegroupofoil
components and zero or more pure components. In some
embodiments, information defining the mapping element 24
and the simulated processing elements 44 may be stored in a
file 20 in the memory 30, in which the mapping element 24
and/or the simulated processing elements are independently
configurable with user-defined properties via the user inter-
face 26.
As an example, the simulatedprocessing element 44amay

be a cracker that breaks apart crude oil to produce lighter
hydrocarbons at the input flow stream 36a of the mapping
element 24. The simulated processing element 44b may be
another cracker that further breaks apart the output flow
stream 36b of the mapping element 24 into other hydrocar-
bons. The chemical process simulator 12 uses the mapping
element 24 to convert the input flow stream36a into anoutput
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6
flow stream36bthat may be usedby the simulatedprocessing
element44b. This allows the chemicalprocess simulator 12to
simulate a multi-unit process that models the behavior of
multiple chemical processing elements 22 in a relatively
accuratemannerusing different types and classes ofconstitu-
ent chemical formulations provided to the simulatedprocess-
ing element 44a.
The input flow stream 36a may include one or more pure

components, one or more oil components, or any combina-
tion thereof. For example, the input flow stream 36a may
include multiple pure components with no oil components,
one or more pure components and one or more oil compo-
nents, or multiple oil components and no pure components.
In someembodiments, the output flow stream36bmay also

include one or more pure components in addition to the
single, active group ofoil components. For example, the input
flow stream 36a may include certain well-identified, low
molecular weight species which may be best simulated as
pure components. Thus, the chemical process simulator 12
may transfer the properties ofthese pure components directly
from the input flow stream 36a to the output flow stream 36b
without converting them to their oil component equivalents.
Examples of suitable chemical formulations may include
hydrocarbonswith less than six carbonatomswhich aremore
naturally modeled as pure components. Thus, the output flow
stream 36bmay include a single active group of oil compo-
nents and one ormore pure components, which are fed to the
input of the simulated processing element 44b.
Themapping element 24may further convert an input flow

stream 36a having a mixed component basis into an output
flow stream 36b having a mixed component basis. A mixed
component basis generally refers to a component basis that
includes pure components and one or more groups of oil
components. In some embodiments, the mapping element 24
may populate only a single group of oil components in its
outlet flow stream36b. In these embodiments, themapping of
the oil components can be performed in a relatively accurate
manner, such aswhen the boiling ranges are compatible. The
composition and component properties of the outlet flow
stream 36b may be determined to preserve the distillation
curve and property distributions relative to the input flow
stream 36a. The component property distributions may be
normalized to match the overall bulk stream properties
between the input flow stream36a and the output flow stream
36b.
The mapping element 24 may also convert an input flow

stream36a having apure component basis into anoutput flow
stream36bhaving amixed component basis. In certain cases,
this particular situation may be reasonably well defined if a
relatively good match exists for the pure components at the
output flow stream 36b. Provided the pure components have
been assigned the appropriate oil component properties, a
distillation curve andproperty distributions canbe calculated
for the portion of the pure component input flow stream 36a
that is to be mapped to the oil component basis. The oil
composition and component properties can be chosen to
matchthese curves.Normalizationmay be usedtomatchbulk
properties between the input flow stream 36a and the output
flow stream 36b.
In this way, the chemical process simulator 12 can use the

mapping element 24 to perform various conversion opera-
tions involving pure and oil components. This allows the
chemical process simulator 12 to more effectively simulate
the operation of the chemical processing facility 18.
Although FIG. 2 illustrates one example use of the map-

ping element 24 in the processmodeling system 10ofFIG. 1,
various changes may be made to FIG. 2. For example, the
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mapping element 24 can be customized to perform only the
specific conversions required for a given use.Also, any num-
ber and arrangement ofmapping elements 24 can be used in
any given simulation. In addition, FIG. 2 represents a single
example use of the mapping element 24. The mapping ele-
ment 24 could be used in any other suitablemanner.

FIG. 3 illustrates an example process flow diagram (PFD)
42 that may be displayed on auser interface and simulatedby
the process modeling system 10 of FIG. 1 according to this
disclosure. In this example, the process flow diagram 42
includes a hydrotreater simulated processing element 440, a
fluid catalytic cracker simulated processing element 44d, a
separator simulated processing element 44e, and a mapping
element 24 connected as shown. The simulated processing
elements 44c-44e represent chemical processing elements 22
ofat least a portion ofa chemical processing facility 18.The
simulatedprocessing element 440 receives a “HT Feed” flow
streamandgenerates an“HTProduct”flow stream.The simu-
lated processing element 44d receives an “FCC Feed” flow
stream andoutputs an “FCCProduct”flow stream.The simu-
lated processing element 446 receives the “FCC Product”
flow stream and generates “Product Gas,” “Product Oil,” and
“Recycle Oil” flow streams. The mapping element 24
receives the “HT Product” flow stream and the “RecycleOil”
flow stream and outputs the “FCC Feed” flow stream. The
“HT Product” flow stream and the “RecycleOil” flow stream
represent input flow streams of the mapping element 24,
while the “FCC Feed” flow stream represents an output
stream of the mapping element 24.
In this example, the mapping element 24 functions as a

mixer and a component mapper in which the “HT Product”
and “Recycle Oil” input streams are combined to form the
single“FCCFeed”output stream.Thethree streamswill each
have a separate active group ofoil components. Themapping
element 24will calculate the component flows andproperties
ofthe “FCCFeed”oil group tomatch the streamproperties of
the mixed “HT Product” and “Recycle Oil” input streams.
The “FCCFeed” streamwill then be available for simulation
use by the processing element 44d.
Table 1 provides a summary ofthe relevant flow streams in

the process flow diagram 42 and their respective pure com-
ponents and oil components.

TABLE 1

Flow stream Name Pure Components Oil Components

HT Feed up to 6 carbon number HT feed set
(C6-)

HT Product up to 6 carbon number HT product set
(C6-)

FCC Feed up to 5 carbon number FCC feed set
(C5-)

FCC Product up to 5 carbon number FCC product set
(C5-)

Recycle Oil up to 5 carbon number FCC product set
(C5-)

Themapping offlow streamsthrough themapping element
24 may include several steps. First, the lighter pure compo-
nents, such as those having carbon numbers up to five (C5-),
may be directly mapped from their relevant input flow
streams to the output flow stream (FCC Feed). If desired,
mismatched pure components may be matched using fixed
distributions.
Next, theC6pure components fromthe “HTProduct” inlet

stream,may be mapped to oil components ofthe appropriate
boiling range in the outlet stream “FCC Stream”. Lastly, the
oil componentspresent in the inlet streamsmust bemappedto
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8
oil components in the outlet streams. The mass flow rates of
the outlet oil components are calculated to match the distil-
lation curveofthemixed inlet streams. Themolecularweight
and standard liquid densities ofthe outlet oil components are
calculated to match the molecular weight and density distri-
butions ofthe mixed inlet streams. Other component proper-
ties of the outlet oil components may be similarly calculated
by matching the appropriate property distributions of the
mixed inlet streams. The remaining desired properties ofthe
oil components may be estimated using standard techniques
and normalized as necessary to match the bulk stream prop-
erties.
Although FIG. 3 illustrates one example ofa process flow

diagram42 that may be displayedonthe user interface 26 and
simulated by the process modeling system 10 of FIG. 1,
various changesmay be made to FIG. 3. For example, FIG. 3
represents a single example use of the mapping element 24.
The mapping element 24 could be used in any other suitable
manner.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example method 100 for mapping
component bases using a chemical process simulator accord-
ing to this disclosure.As shown inFIG. 4, amapping element
receives an input flow stream having a particular component
basis at step 102.Thismay include, for example, themapping
element 24 receiving an input flow stream 36a having mul-
tiple pure components, oneormorepure components andone
ormore groups of oil components, or one or more groups of
oil components. The mapping element 24 could receive a
single input flow stream or multiple input flow streams.
The chemical process simulator determines which pure

components it canmap from the input flow stream(s) to pure
components in the outlet flow stream at step 104. In some
embodiments, the mapping element 24 may include one or
more user-selectable parameters that may be set by a user to
specify the pure component mapping rules. Only the pure
component flow rates are transferred from the inlet to outlet
streams in which no properties are adjusted.
The chemical process simulator maps the remaining pure

components from the input flow stream(s) to oil components
in the outlet flow stream at step 106. The pure component is
mapped to the oil component that spans the normal boiling
point of the pure component. Only the pure component flow
rates are transferred from the inlet to outlet streams in which
no properties are adjusted. Only the pure component flow
rates are transferred from the inlet to outlet streams. No
properties are adjusted.
The chemical process simulator calculates the component

properties ofthe oil components in the outlet stream to match
the corresponding property curves of the mixed inlet
stream(s) at step 108.This may include matching distillation
curves to determine mass flows rates, matching molar flow
rates to determine molecular weights, and matching ideal
liquid volume flow rates to determine ideal liquid densities
across the mapping element 24. In general, the component
propertieswill benormalized tomatch the overall bulk stream
properties ofthe mixed inlet stream(s).
In this way, regardless of the content of the input streams

(only pure, pure and oil, or only oil components), the chemi-
cal process simulator 12may use the mapping element 24 to
map constituent input components to an output flow steam
having a single oil component and one or more additional
pure components. Steps 102-108may also be repeatedly per-
formed during simulation by the chemical process simulator
12 on the mapping element 24. As a particular example,
simulationsmay be performedby iteratively adjusting certain
input pure components to be mapped to the single oil com-
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ponent, while other input pure components are transferred to
the output flow streamwithout being mapped.
Although FIG. 4 illustrates one example of a method 100

formapping componentbases using a chemicalprocess simu-
lator, various changes may be made to FIG. 4. For example,
althoughdescribed as using a singlemapping element 24, any
number of mapping elements 24 may be used during each
simulation by the chemical process simulator 12.
In some embodiments, various functions described above

are implemented or supported by a computer program that is
formed from computer readable program code and that is
embodied in a computer readablemedium. Thephrase “com-
puter readable program code” includes any type ofcomputer
code, including source code, object code, and executable
code. The phrase “computer readable medium” includes any
type of medium capable of being accessed by a computer,
such as read only memory (ROM), random access memory
(RAM), ahard diskdrive, a compact disc (CD), a digital video
disc (DVD), or any other type ofmemory.
It may be advantageous to set forth definitions of certain

words andphrasesused throughout this patent document.The
terms “application” and “program”refer to oneormore com-
puter programs, software components, sets of instructions,
procedures, functions, objects, classes, instances, related
data, or a portion thereof adapted for implementation in a
suitable computer code (including source code, object code,
or executable code). The terms “include” and “comprise,” as
well as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without limita-
tion. The term “or” is inclusive, meaning and/or. The phrases
“associated with” and “associated therewith,” as well as
derivatives thereof, maymean to include, be includedwithin,
interconnectwith, contain, be containedwithin, connect to or
with, couple to or with, be communicable with, cooperate
with, interleave, juxtapose, be proximate to, be bound to or
with, have, have a property of, have a relationship to orwith,
or the like.
While this disclosure has described certain embodiments

and generally associated methods, alterations and permuta-
tions of these embodiments and methods will be apparent to
those skilled in the art.Accordingly, the above description of
example embodiments does not define or constrain this dis-
closure. Other changes, substitutions, and alterations are also
possible without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention, as defined by the following claims.
What is claimed is:
1.Amethod comprising:
receiving a simulated input flow stream associated with a
chemical processing facility from one ofmultiple simu-
lated processing elements, the input flow stream com-
prising an input component basis with multiple compo-
nents having one or more properties that differ, the
simulated processing elements representing multiple
chemical processing elements within the chemical pro-
cessing facility;

converting, using at least one processing device, the input
flow stream into a simulated output flow stream having
an output component basis that differs from the input
component basis and that comprises a single, active
group of oil components and one or more pure compo-
nents;

displaying at least the output component basis; and
providing the output flow stream to another of the simu-
lated processing elements,

wherein converting the input flow stream into the output
flow stream includes:
transferring one or more pure component properties of
one or more of a plurality ofpure components in the
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input flow streamto the oneormorepure components
in the output flow stream without converting the one
ormorepure component properties ofthe oneormore
pure components in the input flow stream to one or
more oil component equivalents;

mapping at least one other pure component in the plu-
rality ofpure components in the input flow stream to
an oil component ofthe output flow streamthat spans
a boiling point of the at least one other pure compo-
nent;

mapping oneormore oil component properties ofoneor
more oil components inthe input flow streamto oneor
more oil component properties of the single, active
group of oil components of the output component
basis;

calculating properties of oil components in the output
flow streamasproperties ofthe single, active groupof
oil components, the oil components including at least
the oil component mapped to the at least one other
pure component; and

normalizing oil component properties in the output flow
stream to match overall bulk stream properties ofthe
output flow streamwith overall bulk streamproperties
of the input flow stream;

wherein calculating the properties ofthe oil components in
the output flow stream comprises:
calculatingmass flow rates ofthe oil components in the
output flow streamtomatch a distillation curveofone
or more components in the input flow stream;

calculating oil component flow rates and properties of
the oil components in the output flow stream to match
corresponding property distributions of oil compo-
nent properties ofthe input flow stream; and

calculating molecular weights and standard liquid den-
sities ofthe oil components in the output flow stream
to matchmolecular weights and density distributions
of one or more components in the input flow stream.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the input component
basis comprises amixed componentbasis having theplurality
ofpure components and one or more oil components.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein converting the input

flow stream into the output flow stream further comprises:
generating and outputting a process flow diagram associ-
ated with the chemical processing facility, the process
flow diagram comprising (I) themultiple simulatedpro-
cessing elementswithin the chemical processing facility
and (ii) a mapping element configured to receive the
input flow stream and generate the output flow stream.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the input component
basis comprises amixed componentbasis having theplurality
ofpure components and a plurality of oil components.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein converting the input

flow stream into the output flow stream further comprises:
using one or more user-selectable parameters to control a
mapping of the components in the input flow stream to
the components in the output flow stream.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein using the one or more
user-selectable parameters includes using user-selectable
parameters that specify pure component mapping rules.
7.Themethodofclaim 1,wherein the simulated input flow

stream comprises multiple input flow streams received from
different ones of the simulated processing elements.
8.An apparatus comprising:
at least onememory device configuredto store information
defining a simulated input flow stream associatedwith a
chemical processing facility, the input flow stream com-
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prising an input component basis with multiple compo-
nents having one or more properties that differ; and

at least one processing device configured to:
identify the simulated input flow streamby receiving the
input flow stream from one of multiple simulated
processing elements, the simulated processing ele-
ments representingmultiple chemical processing ele-
ments within the chemical processing facility;

convert the input flow stream into a simulated output
flow stream having an output component basis that
differs from the input component basis and that com-
prises a single, active group of oil components and
one or more pure components; and

provide the output flow stream to another of the simu-
lated processing elements;

wherein the at least one processing device is configured to
convert the input flow stream into the output flow stream
by:
transferring one or more pure component properties of
one or more of a plurality ofpure components in the
input flow streamto the oneormorepure components
in the output flow stream without converting the one
ormorepure componentproperties ofthe oneormore
pure components in the input flow stream to one or
more oil component equivalents;

mapping at least one other pure component in the plu-
rality ofpure components in the input flow stream to
an oil component ofthe output flow streamthat spans
a boiling point of the at least one other pure compo-
nent;

mapping oneormore oil component properties ofoneor
moreoil components in the input flow streamto oneor
more oil component properties of the single, active
group of oil components of the output component
basis;

calculating properties of oil components in the output
flow stream as properties ofthe single, active groupof
oil components, the oil components including at least
the oil component mapped to the at least one other
pure component; and

normalizing oil component properties in the output flow
stream to match overall bulk stream properties of the
output flow streamwith overall bulk streamproperties
of the input flow stream;

wherein the at least one processing device is configured to
calculate the properties of the oil components in the
output flow stream by:
calculating mass flow rates ofthe oil components in the
output flow streamtomatch a distillation curveofone
or more components in the input flow stream;

calculating oil component flow rates and properties of
the oil components in the output flow stream to match
corresponding property distributions of oil compo-
nent properties of the input flow stream; and

calculating molecular weights and standard liquid den-
sities ofthe oil components in the output flow stream
to matchmolecular weights and density distributions
of one or more components in the input flow stream.

9. The apparatus ofclaim 8, wherein the input component
basis comprises amixed componentbasis having the plurality
ofpure components and one or more oil components.
10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the at least one

processing device is further configured to convert the input
flow stream into the output flow streamby using one ormore
user-selectable parameters to control a mapping of the com-
ponents in the input flow stream to the components in the
output flow stream.
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11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the at least one

processing device is further configuredto use the oneormore
user-selectable parameters by using user-selectable param-
eters that specify pure component mapping rules.
12.The apparatus ofclaim 8,wherein the input component

basis comprises amixed componentbasis having theplurality
ofpure components and a plurality of oil components.
13. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the at least one

processing device is further configuredto generateandoutput
a process flow diagram associatedwith the chemical process-
ing facility, the process flow diagram comprising (i)multiple
simulated processing elements within the chemical process-
ing facility and (ii) a mapping element configured to receive
the input flow stream and generate the output flow stream.
14. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the simulated input

flow stream comprises multiple input flow streams received
from different ones of the simulated processing elements.
15.A non-transitory computer readable medium embody-

ing a computer program, the computer program comprising
computer readable program code for:
receiving a simulated input flow stream associated with a
chemical processing facility from one ofmultiple simu-
lated processing elements, the input flow stream com-
prising an input component basis with multiple compo-
nents having one or more properties that differ, the
simulated processing elements representing multiple
chemical processing elements within the chemical pro-
cessing facility;

converting the input flow stream into a simulated output
flow stream having an output component basis that dif-
fers from the input component basis and that comprises
a single, active groupofoil components andone ormore
pure components; and

providing the output flow stream to another of the simu-
lated processing elements;

wherein the computer readable program code for convert-
ing the input flow stream into the output flow stream
includes computer readable program code for:
transferring one or more pure component properties of
one or more of a plurality ofpure components in the
input flow streamto the oneormorepure components
in the output flow stream without converting the one
ormorepure component properties ofthe oneormore
pure components in the input flow stream to one or
more oil component equivalents;

mapping at least one other pure component in the plu-
rality ofpure components in the input flow stream to
an oil component ofthe output flow streamthat spans
a boiling point of the at least one other pure compo-
nent;

mapping oneormore oil component properties ofoneor
more oil components inthe input flow streamto oneor
more oil component properties of the single, active
group of oil components of the output component
basis;

calculating properties of oil components in the output
flow streamasproperties ofthe single, active groupof
oil components, the oil components including at least
the oil component mapped to the at least one other
pure component; and

normalizing oil component properties in the output flow
stream to match overall bulk stream properties ofthe
output flow streamwith overall bulk streamproperties
of the input flow stream;
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wherein the computer readable program code for calculat-
ing the properties of the oil components in the output
flow stream includes computer readable program code
for:
calculating mass flow rates ofthe oil components in the
output flow streamtomatch a distillation curveofone
or more components in the input flow stream;

calculating oil component flow rates and properties of
the oil components in the output flow stream to match
corresponding property distributions of oil compo-
nent properties of the input flow stream; and

calculating molecular weights and standard liquid den-
sities ofthe oil components in the output flow stream
to matchmolecular weights and density distributions
of one or more components in the input flow stream.

16.Thenon-transitory computerreadablemediumofclaim
15,wherein the computer readable program code for convert-
ing the input flow stream into the output flow stream further
comprises:
computer readable program code for generating and out-
putting a process flow diagram associated with the
chemical processing facility, the process flow diagram
comprising (i) multiple simulated processing elements
within the chemical processing facility and (ii) a map-
ping element configuredto receive the input flow stream
and generate the output flow stream.
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17.Thenon-transitory computer readablemediumofclaim

15, wherein the input component basis comprises a mixed
component basis having the plurality ofpure components and
one or more oil components.
18.Thenon-transitory computer readablemediumofclaim

15, wherein the input component basis comprises a mixed
component basis having the plurality ofpure components and
a plurality of oil components.
19.Thenon-transitory computer readablemediumofclaim

15,wherein the computer readableprogram code for convert-
ing the input flow stream into the output flow stream further
comprises:
computer readable program code for using one or more
user-selectable parameters to control a mapping of the
components in the input flow stream to the components
in the output flow stream.

20.Thenon-transitory computer readablemediumofclaim
19, wherein the computer readable program code for using
the one or more user-selectable parameters includes com-
puter readableprogram code forusing user-selectable param-
eters that specify pure component mapping rules.
21.Thenon-transitory computer readablemediumofclaim

15,wherein the simulated input flow stream comprises mul-
tiple input flow streams received from different ones of the
simulated processing elements.
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